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OBJECTIVES
•
•
•

Seminal vesicle sparing radical cystectomy (RC) has been reported to improve short-term functional results.
However, data on long-term outcomes after seminal vesicle sparing RC remains scarce.
The aim of this study was to assess erectile function recovery, urinary continence and residual volume in patients after seminal vesicle sparing vs nonseminal vesicle-sparing RC and orthotopic bladder substitute.

METHODS
•
•

•
•
•

We evaluated erectile function recovery, urinary continence and residual volume in 470 consecutive patients after RC and orthotopic ileal reservoir formation,
from 2000 to 2017.
They were stratified into 6 groups according to nerve-sparing and seminal vesicle sparing status as attempted during surgery: no-sparing at all (n=55),
unilateral-nerve-sparing (n=159), bilateral-nerve-sparing (n=132), unilateral seminal vesicle-sparing and unilateral nerve-sparing (n=30), unilateral seminal vesiclesparing and bilateral nerve-sparing (n=45), and bilateral seminal vesicle-sparing (n=49)
Propensity modelling was used to adjust for preoperative differences.
Patients were classified as continent if they required ≤1 pad for safety reasons during the day or at night.
Intact erectile function preoperatively and EFR was defined as the ability to achieve an erection sufficient for penetration and maintenance of intercourse with or
without medical aids.

Image: Seminal vesicle sparing radical cystectomy (SVS RC)

RESULTS
Median follow-up among the entire cohort was 64 months. Among the 6 groups, proportions of patients with erectile
function recovery were higher in the seminal vesicle sparing groups at all time points in all analyses, respectively, with
pronounced earlier recovery in patients with bilateral seminal vesicle-sparing. Importantly, patients with seminal vesiclesparing were significantly less in need of erectile aids to achieve erection and intercourse.
Over the whole period, daytime urinary continence was significantly better in the seminal vesicle sparing groups (OR
2.64 to 5.21).
Seminal vesicle sparing decreased the proportion of patients with residual urine ≥50ml, yielding ORs markedly below
one, however; not reaching statistical significance for bilateral seminal vesicle sparing vs bilateral nerve sparing. In
particular, unilateral seminal vesicle-sparing compared to unilateral nerve-sparing showed an OR of 0.25, CI 0.09 to 0.66,
p=0.005, respectively.

CONCLUSION
•

Seminal vesicle-sparing radical cystectomy is oncologically safe and results in excellent short- to mid-term functional outcomes that are reached at an
earlier postoperative timepoint and remain superior over a longer period of time.

